Labor Day 2020 Election Primer:
A Look Ahead to November

September 8, 2020
As the saying goes, “Eight weeks before an election is a lifetime in politics.” If you have any
doubts about the truth of this adage, we suggest speaking with “Presidents” Michael
Dukakis or Hillary Clinton! Simply put, there are few, if any, slam dunks in politics. Elections
continue to have the capacity to surprise and confound. When the Democratic primary
process began with over 25 candidates, who would ever have thought that we would end up
with an election between two of the oldest candidates ever to run for the office?
Current polling indicates that, if the election were held today, Vice President Biden is near
or above the 270 electoral votes he needs to win election. These same polls say the Senate
would flip, ever so narrowly, to Democratic control and the House Democratic majority would
be relatively unchanged.
However Labor Day is certainly not Election Day (see Dukakis and Hillary mentions above). And now is, historically,
when the race officially begins.
This Election Primer, the first in Dentons’ Election Series, sets the stage for the race to November. From the “top of
the ticket” to the down-ballot congressional and state house contests across the country, we track the races that
could change majorities in November. More detailed reports will be released as we get closer to election day. We
hope this 10,000-foot view helps get you up to speed.
Download the Labor Day 2020 Election Primer
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